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Title – 33 (2016)
Call Number – DVD 33
Rating – PG-13
Description –
Disaster strikes on Aug. 5, 2010, as a copper and gold mine collapses in Chile, trapping 33 men
underground. With more than 2,000 feet of rock in their way, members of a rescue team work
tirelessly for 69 days to save the seemingly doomed men. Beneath the rubble, the miners begin
an epic quest to survive, contending with suffocating heat and the need for food and water. With
family, friends and the rest of the world watching, it becomes a race against time and a test of the
human spirit.

Title – When Calls the Heart: It Begins with Heart (2016)
Call Number – DVD HEART 10
Rating – Not rated
Description –
In the days before the big New Year’s Eve celebration, Hope Valley sees some unpredictable
resolutions. For instance, Abigail sets out to catch whoever’s been stealing from her kitchen: and
finds herself in charge of two orphans in the process. Elizabeth resolves to take charge of Jack’s
dog, Rip, in an attempt to remedy Rip’s apparent jealousy of their relationship. Rosemary is
determined to win a San Francisco Herald essay contest about a "real frontier family",… and has
to pose as Lee’s wife when a reporter from the paper shows up. And Bill Avery tries his best to
convince Jack that he’s not the one who should be behind bars for counterfeiting. Meanwhile,
two visitors in town ponder sticking around and causing trouble for both Jack and Pastor Frank!

Title – Black Mass (2016)
Call Number – DVD BLACK 3
Rating – R
Description –

In 1970s South Boston, FBI Agent John Connolly (Joel Edgerton) persuades Irish mobster James
“Whitey” Bulger (Johnny Depp) to collaborate with the FBI and eliminate a common enemy: the
Italian mob. The drama tells the true story of this unholy alliance, which spiraled out of control,
allowing Whitey to evade law enforcement, consolidate power, and become one of the most
ruthless and powerful gangsters in Boston history.

Title – Air (2015)
Call Number – DVD AIR
Rating – PG-13
Description –
In the near future, breathable air is nonexistent. Virtually all of humanity has disappeared, and
those chosen to reestablish society reside in a controlled state of suspended animation. Two
engineers tasked with guarding the last hope for mankind struggle to preserve their own sanity
and lives while administering to the vital task at hand.

Title – Goosebumps (2016)
Call Number – DVD GOOSEBUMPS
Rating – PG
Description –
After moving to a small town, Zach Cooper finds a silver lining when he meets next door
neighbor Hannah, the daughter of bestselling Goosebumps series author R.L. Stine. Stine is very
strange and mysterious and it turns out for good reason. He is a prisoner of his own imagination
– the monsters that his books made famous are real, and Stine protects his readers by keeping
them locked up in their books. When Zach unintentionally unleashes the monsters from their
manuscripts and they begin to terrorize the town, it’s suddenly up to Stine, Zach, and Hannah to
get all of them back in the books where they belong.

Title – Everest (2016)
Call Number – DVD EVEREST
Rating – PG-13

Description –
Everest chronicles the inspiring journey of two different expeditions challenged by one of the
fiercest snowstorms ever encountered.

Title – Sisters (2016)
Call Number – DVD SISTERS
Rating – R
Description –
Tina Fey and Amy Poehler reunite for Sisters, a new film from Pitch Perfect director Jason
Moore about two disconnected sisters summoned home to clean out their childhood bedroom
before their parents sell the family house. Looking to recapture their glory days, they throw one
final high-school-style party for their classmates, which turns into the cathartic rager that a bunch
of ground-down adults really need.

Title – Boy A (2008)
Call Number – DVD BOY
Rating – R
Description –
An intriguing tragedy held together by a pair of remarkable performances, Boy A takes hold of a
viewer in its opening scene and never lets go. Andrew Garfield plays "Jack Burridge," a name
chosen for him by a somewhat mysterious, avuncular fellow called Terry (Peter Mullan). Terry
seems to be the only person to have maintained a relationship with Jack during the years the
latter was incarcerated for a terrible crime he committed, with another child, as a boy. (Their
misdeed is slowly revealed in detail through frequent flashbacks.) This British film, based on a
novel by Jonathan Trigell and directed by John Crowley (Intermission), begins with Terry
smoothing a path for Jack to re-enter the world with a new identity and fabricated personal
history. Taking a delivery job in Manchester, Jack slowly learns about everything he missed
while growing up in prison: how to order from a menu, how to be a friend, how to woo a woman.
In time, Jack enjoys the esteem of co-workers and love of a compassionate girlfriend, Kelly
(Siobhan Finneran). But the more he becomes part of the fabric of his world, the more he risks
being exposed as a fraud. A strange, almost alien tension permeates Boy A. A viewer gets crucial
information in bits and pieces, and a radical shift in one’s perception of what’s actually going on
in the story awaits the audience in the second act. As betrayal and manipulation slowly emerge

from behind layers of obfuscation and false assumptions, Boy A takes on an unexpected tone of
psychological suspense. Crowley has a way of underscoring a sense of disconnection in
seemingly benign scenes with only slight accents, little visual cues that are dreamily exotic but
add up to a nightmare.

Title – Open Season Scared Silly (2015)
Call Number – DVD OPEN
Rating – PG
Description –
Boog and Elliot are back in an all-new fun-tastic adventure! When Elliot tells a campfire story of
a monster in the woods, Boog – who has never been the bravest of bears – becomes very scared.
His best friend Elliot comes up with a crazy plan to scare the fear out of Boog! With the help of
Mr. Weenie, McSquizzy and all your favorite forest friends, they venture on a hilarious journey
where the power of friendship helps Boog overcome his fears with lots of laughs and some
surprises along the way!

Title – Creed (2016)
Call Number – DVD CREED
Rating – PG-13
Description –
Adonis Johnson (Michael B. Jordan), son of deceased world heavyweight champion Apollo
Creed, has boxing in his blood. Looking to win his own title, Adonis heads to Philadelphia and
convinces his father's rival-turned-friend, Rocky Balboa (Sylvester Stallone), to train him – even
as Rocky battles his own deadly opponent outside the ring. Fighter in this new chapter of the
Rocky story from critically acclaimed director Ryan Coogler.

Title – Alvin and the Chipmunks: The Road Chip (2016)
Call Number – DVD ALVIN 2
Rating – PG

Description –
Hit the road with your favorite fur balls in the funniest Alvin and the Chipmunks ever! Alvin,
Simon and Theodore race to Miami on a wild road trip but their jaunt soon takes a nutty detour,
leading to hilarious highway hijinks and music-packed adventures across the country.

Title – Spotlight (2016)
Call Number – DVD SPOTLIGHT
Rating – R
Description –
Michael Keaton, Mark Ruffalo, and Rachel McAdams lead a critically acclaimed cast in this
gripping true story about the Pulitzer Prize-winning investigation that uncovered a scandal that
rocked one of the world's oldest and most trusted institutions. Delving into allegations of child
abuse within the local Catholic Archdiocese, a tenacious team of Boston Globe reporters exposes
a decades-long cover-up that reaches the highest levels of Boston's religious, legal, and
government establishment.

Title – Truth (2016)
Call Number – DVD TRUTH
Rating – R
Description –
Robert Redford and Cate Blanchett star in TRUTH, based on a riveting true story of one of
network news’ biggest scandals. As a renowned producer and close associate of Dan Rather
(Redford), Mary Mapes (Blanchett) believes she’s broken the biggest story of the 2004 election:
revelations of a sitting U.S. President’s military service. But when allegations come pouring in,
sources change their stories, document authenticity is questioned, and the casualties begin to
mount. This dramatic thriller goes behind the scenes to expose the intricacies of journalistic
integrity and what it takes to reveal the TRUTH.

Title – The Hunger Games: Mockingjay Part 2 (2016)
Call Number – DVD MOCKINGJAY

Rating – PG-13
Description –
With the nation of Panem in a full scale war, Katniss confronts President Snow [Donald
Sutherland] in the final showdown. Teamed with a group of her closest friends - including Gale
[Liam Hemsworth], Finnick [Sam Claflin] and Peeta [Josh Hutcherson] - Katniss goes off on a
mission with the unit from District 13 as they risk their lives to liberate the citizens of Panem,
and stage an assassination attempt on President Snow who has become increasingly obsessed
with destroying her. The mortal traps, enemies, and moral choices that await Katniss will
challenge her more than any arena she faced in The Hunger Games.

Title – Tremors (1998)
Call Number – DVD TREMORS
Rating – PG-13
Description –
Who would have guessed that this clever, fast-paced creature feature from 1990 would become a
beloved miniclassic? Tremors didn't actually break any new ground (even though its tunneling
worm monsters certainly did), but it revved up the classic monster-movie formulas of the 1950s
with such energetic enthusiasm and humor that it made everything old seem new again. It's also
got a cast full of enjoyable actors who clearly had a lot of fun making the film, and director Ron
Underwood strikes just the right balance of comedy and terror as a band of small-town rednecks
battles a lot of really nasty-looking giant worms.

Title – Tremors Aftershocks (1998)
Call Number – DVD TREMORS 2
Rating – PG-13
Description –
They're back! The giant underground creatures that terrorized a desert town in Tremors are now
plowing their way through Mexican oil fields, gobbling up everything and everyone around-and
only one man can stop them! In the style of its predecessor, this comedy sci-fi creature feature
reunites Fred Ward as down-on-his-luck Earl Basset and Michael Gross as gung-ho survivalist
Burt Gummer, two desert desperados who take on the task of destroying the monsters. Partnered
with them is Christopher Gartin, a young guy in need of kicks, cash, and a career change, and

Helen Shaver, a sexy and intrepid scientist who's seen it all…until now. Together they devise an
ingenious plan for tracking and killing the creatures. Tremors 2 is filled with high-speed action
and plenty of laughs-until the predators wise up.

Title – The Danish Girl (2016)
Call Number – DVD DANISH
Rating – R
Description –
The remarkable love story inspired by the lives of Lili Elbe and Gerda Wegener (portrayed by
Academy Award winner Eddie Redmayne ["The Theory of Everything"] and Alicia Vikander
["Ex Machina"]), directed by Academy Award winner Tom Hooper ("The King’s Speech," "Les
Misérables"). Lili and Gerda's marriage and work evolve as they navigate Lili's journey as a
transgender woman.

Title – Mississippi Grind (2015)
Call Number – DVD MISSISSIPPI
Rating – R
Description –
Down-on-his-luck gambler Gerry (Mendelsohn) and his hot-streak buddy Curtis (Reynolds) hit
the road for New Orleans, on the hunt for the big payday. On riverboats and racetracks they
chase women and thrills--before risking it all in the wager of their lives.

Title – The Rum Diary (2012)
Call Number – DVD RUM
Rating – R
Description –
Based on the novel by Hunter S. Thompson, The Rum Diary, follows itinerant journalist Paul
Kemp (Johnny Depp) on an alcohol-fueled journey across the pristine island of Puerto Rico.

Adopting the rum-soaked life of the island, Paul soon becomes obsessed with Chenault (Amber
Heard) the wildly attractive fiancée of Sanderson (Aaron Eckhart), an American businessman
involved in shady development deals. When Kemp is recruited by Sanderson to write favorably
about his latest unsavory scheme, the journalist is presented with a choice: to use his words for
the corrupt businessman’s financial benefit or use them to take him down.

Title – Big Stone Gap (2016)
Call Number – DVD BIG 2
Rating – PG-13
Description –
It's 1978 and the ever-ordinary Ave Maria Mulligan (Ashley Judd) leads a simple life. She lives
with her mother, runs the pharmacy, directs The Trail of the Lonesome Pine Outdoor Drama, and
hopes that her best friend will take their platonic friendship in a romantic direction. Ave Maria
waits, and before she knows it, she turns 40. Now the old maid of Big Stone Gap, Ave Maria
decides that happiness is for other people – that is, until a long-buried family secret throws her
quiet life spectacularly off course. With an all-star cast, Big Stone Gap is a love letter to smalltown life, working people and the triumph of love.

Title – Legend (2015)
Call Number – DVD LEGEND
Rating – R
Description –
From Academy Award winner Brian Helgeland (L.A. Confidential) comes the true story of
London's most notorious gangsters, twins Reggie and Ronnie Kray (Tom Hardy, Mad Max: Fury
Road). As the brothers rise through the criminal underworld, Ronnie advances the family
business with violence and intimidation while Reggie struggles to go legitimate for local girl
Frances Shea (Emily Browning, Sucker Punch). In and out of prison, Ronnie's unpredictable
tendencies and the slow disintegration of Reggie's marriage threaten to bring the brothers' empire
tumbling to the ground.

Title – A Walk in the Woods (2015)

Call Number – DVD WOODS
Rating – R
Description –
Robert Redford & Nick Nolte star as old friends who make the improbable decision to hike the
2,200 mile Appalachian Trail, and that is when the fun begins. Based on Bill Bryson's bestseller,
the movie co-stars Emma Thompson, Mary Steenburgen, Nick Offerman & Kristen Schaal.

Title – Heist (2015)
Call Number – DVD HEIST
Rating – R
Description –
When their attempt to rob a casino owned by the feared gangster Pope (Robert De Niro) goes
awry and a shootout ensues, Vaughn (Jeffrey Dean Morgan) and Cox (Dave Bautista) are forced
to flee on foot and hijack city Bus 657 and take the passengers hostage. Now, in a high speed
chase, Vaughn will not only have to outwit the police, led by Officer Bajos (Gina Carano) who
are in hot pursuit, but he will have to contend with Pope's maniacal right hand man, Dog (Morris
Chestnut), in order to make it through the day alive. But we quickly learn that things are not what
they seem, and Vaughn has more than one card up his sleeve.

Title – Daddy’s Home (2016)
Call Number – DVD DADDY’S
Rating – PG-13
Description –
Daddy's Home follows a mild-mannered radio executive (Ferrell) who strives to become the best
stepdad to his wife's two children, but complications ensue when their freewheeling and
freeloading real father (Wahlberg) arrives, forcing him to compete for the affection of the kids.

Title – Brooklyn (2016)

Call Number – DVD BROOKLYN
Rating – PG-13
Description –
Oscar® Nominee Saoirse Ronan* lights up the screen as Eilis Lacey, a young Irish immigrant
navigating through 1950s Brooklyn. Although her initial homesickness soon gives way to
romance, when Eilis s life is disrupted by news from her hometown, she is forced to choose
between two countries and two men on opposite sides of the world. Based on the best-selling
novel, Brooklyn is a warm and wonderful story about falling in love...and finding your way
home.

Title – In the Heart of the Sea (2016)
Call Number – DVD HEART
Rating – PG-13
Description –
In the winter of 1820, the New England whaling ship Essex was assaulted by something no one
could believe: a whale of mammoth size and will, and an almost human sense of vengeance. The
real-life maritime disaster would inspire Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick. But that told only half
the story. “In the Heart of the Sea” reveals the encounter’s harrowing aftermath, as the ship’s
surviving crew is pushed to their limits and forced to do the unthinkable to stay alive. Braving
storms, starvation, panic and despair, the men will call into question their deepest beliefs, from
the value of their lives to the morality of their trade, as their captain searches for direction on the
open sea and his first mate still seeks to bring the great whale down.

Title – Carol (2016)
Call Number – DVD CAROL
Rating – R
Description –
CAROL follows two women from very different backgrounds who find themselves in an
unexpected love affair in 1950s New York. As conventional norms of the time challenge their
undeniable attraction, an honest story emerges to reveal the resilience of the heart in the face of
change. A young woman in her 20s, Therese Belivet (Rooney Mara), is a clerk working in a

Manhattan department store and dreaming of a more fulfilling life when she meets Carol (Cate
Blanchett), an alluring woman trapped in a loveless, convenient marriage. As an immediate
connection sparks between them, the innocence of their first encounter dims and their connection
deepens. While Carol breaks free from the confines of marriage, her husband (Kyle Chandler)
begins to question her competence as a mother as her involvement with Therese and close
relationship with her best friend Abby (Sarah Paulson) come to light. Carol is directed by Todd
Haynes and written by Phyllis Nagy with moving performances from Cate Blanchett, Rooney
Mara, Sarah Paulson, Kyle Chandler, Jake Lacy and Cory Michael Smith.

Title – The Big Short (2016)
Call Number – DVD SHORT 2
Rating – R
Description –
Four denizens in the world of high-finance predict the credit and housing bubble collapse of the
mid-2000s, and decide to take on the big banks for their greed and lack of foresight.

Title – Albert Up, Up and Away (2016)
Call Number – DVD ALBERT
Rating – Not rated
Description –
Albert is a smart and cheeky boy, but his taste for mischievous pranks make him a menace in his
small hometown. When he accidentally destroys the statue of a local hero and famous hot-air
balloon captain, Albert is determined to make up for his mistake. He decides to venture into the
world with his best friend Egon . . . and return as a hot-air balloon captain himself! But Albert
and Egon’s quest takes a detour when a mean bandit takes advantage of the clueless boys to help
him steal the world’s largest diamond. Adventure and excitement hit an all-time high in Albert
Up, Up And Away!

Title – Point Break (2015)
Call Number – DVD POINT

Rating – PG-13
Description –
Keanu Reeves and Patrick Swayze star in this nonstop action thriller about an FBI agent lured by
the rush when he goes undercover to unmask a band of thrill-seeking surfers who rob banks to
fund their addiction to pulling off the most daring score, surviving the greatest danger . . . and
riding the biggest wave -- Point Break.

Title – The Revenant (2016)
Call Number – DVD REVENANT
Rating – R
Description –
Leonardo DiCaprio gives an OSCAR® WINNING performance in OSCAR® WINNER
Alejandro G. Iñárritu s cinematic masterpiece. Inspired by true events and the winner of 3
OSCARS®, The Revenant follows the story of legendary explorer Hugh Glass (DiCaprio) on his
quest for survival and justice. After a brutal bear attack, Glass is left for dead by a treacherous
member of his hunting team (Tom Hardy). Against extraordinary odds, and enduring
unimaginable grief, Glass battles a relentless winter in uncharted terrain.

Title – Room (2016)
Call Number – DVD ROOM
Rating – R
Description –
Critics are raving about this ''must see'' drama which tells the extraordinary story of Jack, a
spirited five-year-old who is looked after by his loving and devoted Ma. Like any good mother,
Ma dedicates herself to keeping Jack happy and safe, nurturing him with warmth and love and
doing typical things like playing games and telling stories. However, they are trapped in a
windowless, 11-by-11-foot space, which Ma has euphemistically named ''Room.'' As Jack's
curiosity about their situation grows, and Ma's resilience reaches its breaking point, they enact a
risky plan to escape, ultimately bringing them face-to-face with what may turn out to be the
scariest thing yet: the real world.

Title – Secret in Their Eyes (2016)
Call Number – DVD SECRET
Rating – PG-13
Description –
Academy Award nominee Chiwetel Ejiofor and Academy Award winner Nicole Kidman and
Julia Roberts star in this intense, haunting thriller that explores the murky boundaries between
justice and revenge. A tight-knit team of rising investigators – Ray (Ejiofor), Jess (Roberts) and
their supervisor Claire (Kidman) – is torn apart when Jess’s teenage daughter is brutally and
inexplicably murdered. After obsessively searching for the elusive killer every day for 13 years,
Ray finally uncovers a new lead that he’s certain will resolve the case. No one is prepared,
however, for the shocking secret that will reveal the enduring, destructive effects of personal
vengeance on the human soul.

Title – The Forest (2016)
Call Number – DVD FOREST
Rating – PG-13
Description –
A young woman's hunt for her missing sister leads to horror and madness in this terrifying
supernatural thriller starring Natalie Dormer (Game of Thrones and The Hunger Games
franchise). When her troubled twin sister mysteriously disappears, Sara Price (Dormer) discovers
she vanished in Japan's infamous Suicide Forest. Searching its eerie dark woods, Sara plunges
into a tormented world where angry spirits lie in wait for those who ignore the warning: never
stray from the path.

Title – The Lady in the Van (2016)
Call Number – DVD LADY
Rating – PG-13
Description –
Based on the true story of Miss Shepherd (played by a magnificent Maggie Smith), a woman of
uncertain origins “temporarily” parks her van in Alan Bennett’s (Alex Jennings) London

driveway and proceeds to live there for 15 years. What begins as a begrudged favor becomes a
relationship that will change both their lives.Acclaimed director Nicholas Hytner reunites with
iconic writer Alan Bennett to create this rare and touching portrait.
Title – 33 (2016)
Call Number – DVD 33
Rating – PG-13
Description –
Disaster strikes on Aug. 5, 2010, as a copper and gold mine collapses in Chile, trapping 33 men
underground. With more than 2,000 feet of rock in their way, members of a rescue team work
tirelessly for 69 days to save the seemingly doomed men. Beneath the rubble, the miners begin
an epic quest to survive, contending with suffocating heat and the need for food and water. With
family, friends and the rest of the world watching, it becomes a race against time and a test of the
human spirit.

Title – When Calls the Heart: It Begins with Heart (2016)
Call Number – DVD HEART 10
Rating – Not rated
Description –
In the days before the big New Year’s Eve celebration, Hope Valley sees some unpredictable
resolutions. For instance, Abigail sets out to catch whoever’s been stealing from her kitchen: and
finds herself in charge of two orphans in the process. Elizabeth resolves to take charge of Jack’s
dog, Rip, in an attempt to remedy Rip’s apparent jealousy of their relationship. Rosemary is
determined to win a San Francisco Herald essay contest about a "real frontier family",… and has
to pose as Lee’s wife when a reporter from the paper shows up. And Bill Avery tries his best to
convince Jack that he’s not the one who should be behind bars for counterfeiting. Meanwhile,
two visitors in town ponder sticking around and causing trouble for both Jack and Pastor Frank!

Title – Black Mass (2016)
Call Number – DVD BLACK 3
Rating – R

Description –
In 1970s South Boston, FBI Agent John Connolly (Joel Edgerton) persuades Irish mobster James
“Whitey” Bulger (Johnny Depp) to collaborate with the FBI and eliminate a common enemy: the
Italian mob. The drama tells the true story of this unholy alliance, which spiraled out of control,
allowing Whitey to evade law enforcement, consolidate power, and become one of the most
ruthless and powerful gangsters in Boston history.

Title – Air (2015)
Call Number – DVD AIR
Rating – PG-13
Description –
In the near future, breathable air is nonexistent. Virtually all of humanity has disappeared, and
those chosen to reestablish society reside in a controlled state of suspended animation. Two
engineers tasked with guarding the last hope for mankind struggle to preserve their own sanity
and lives while administering to the vital task at hand.

Title – Goosebumps (2016)
Call Number – DVD GOOSEBUMPS
Rating – PG
Description –
After moving to a small town, Zach Cooper finds a silver lining when he meets next door
neighbor Hannah, the daughter of bestselling Goosebumps series author R.L. Stine. Stine is very
strange and mysterious and it turns out for good reason. He is a prisoner of his own imagination
– the monsters that his books made famous are real, and Stine protects his readers by keeping
them locked up in their books. When Zach unintentionally unleashes the monsters from their
manuscripts and they begin to terrorize the town, it’s suddenly up to Stine, Zach, and Hannah to
get all of them back in the books where they belong.

Title – Everest (2016)
Call Number – DVD EVEREST

Rating – PG-13
Description –
Everest chronicles the inspiring journey of two different expeditions challenged by one of the
fiercest snowstorms ever encountered.

Title – Sisters (2016)
Call Number – DVD SISTERS
Rating – R
Description –
Tina Fey and Amy Poehler reunite for Sisters, a new film from Pitch Perfect director Jason
Moore about two disconnected sisters summoned home to clean out their childhood bedroom
before their parents sell the family house. Looking to recapture their glory days, they throw one
final high-school-style party for their classmates, which turns into the cathartic rager that a bunch
of ground-down adults really need.

Title – Boy A (2008)
Call Number – DVD BOY
Rating – R
Description –
An intriguing tragedy held together by a pair of remarkable performances, Boy A takes hold of a
viewer in its opening scene and never lets go. Andrew Garfield plays "Jack Burridge," a name
chosen for him by a somewhat mysterious, avuncular fellow called Terry (Peter Mullan). Terry
seems to be the only person to have maintained a relationship with Jack during the years the
latter was incarcerated for a terrible crime he committed, with another child, as a boy. (Their
misdeed is slowly revealed in detail through frequent flashbacks.) This British film, based on a
novel by Jonathan Trigell and directed by John Crowley (Intermission), begins with Terry
smoothing a path for Jack to re-enter the world with a new identity and fabricated personal
history. Taking a delivery job in Manchester, Jack slowly learns about everything he missed
while growing up in prison: how to order from a menu, how to be a friend, how to woo a woman.
In time, Jack enjoys the esteem of co-workers and love of a compassionate girlfriend, Kelly
(Siobhan Finneran). But the more he becomes part of the fabric of his world, the more he risks
being exposed as a fraud. A strange, almost alien tension permeates Boy A. A viewer gets crucial

information in bits and pieces, and a radical shift in one’s perception of what’s actually going on
in the story awaits the audience in the second act. As betrayal and manipulation slowly emerge
from behind layers of obfuscation and false assumptions, Boy A takes on an unexpected tone of
psychological suspense. Crowley has a way of underscoring a sense of disconnection in
seemingly benign scenes with only slight accents, little visual cues that are dreamily exotic but
add up to a nightmare.

Title – Open Season Scared Silly (2015)
Call Number – DVD OPEN
Rating – PG
Description –
Boog and Elliot are back in an all-new fun-tastic adventure! When Elliot tells a campfire story of
a monster in the woods, Boog – who has never been the bravest of bears – becomes very scared.
His best friend Elliot comes up with a crazy plan to scare the fear out of Boog! With the help of
Mr. Weenie, McSquizzy and all your favorite forest friends, they venture on a hilarious journey
where the power of friendship helps Boog overcome his fears with lots of laughs and some
surprises along the way!

Title – Creed (2016)
Call Number – DVD CREED
Rating – PG-13
Description –
Adonis Johnson (Michael B. Jordan), son of deceased world heavyweight champion Apollo
Creed, has boxing in his blood. Looking to win his own title, Adonis heads to Philadelphia and
convinces his father's rival-turned-friend, Rocky Balboa (Sylvester Stallone), to train him – even
as Rocky battles his own deadly opponent outside the ring. Fighter in this new chapter of the
Rocky story from critically acclaimed director Ryan Coogler.

Title – Alvin and the Chipmunks: The Road Chip (2016)
Call Number – DVD ALVIN 2

Rating – PG
Description –
Hit the road with your favorite fur balls in the funniest Alvin and the Chipmunks ever! Alvin,
Simon and Theodore race to Miami on a wild road trip but their jaunt soon takes a nutty detour,
leading to hilarious highway hijinks and music-packed adventures across the country.

Title – Spotlight (2016)
Call Number – DVD SPOTLIGHT
Rating – R
Description –
Michael Keaton, Mark Ruffalo, and Rachel McAdams lead a critically acclaimed cast in this
gripping true story about the Pulitzer Prize-winning investigation that uncovered a scandal that
rocked one of the world's oldest and most trusted institutions. Delving into allegations of child
abuse within the local Catholic Archdiocese, a tenacious team of Boston Globe reporters exposes
a decades-long cover-up that reaches the highest levels of Boston's religious, legal, and
government establishment.

Title – Truth (2016)
Call Number – DVD TRUTH
Rating – R
Description –
Robert Redford and Cate Blanchett star in TRUTH, based on a riveting true story of one of
network news’ biggest scandals. As a renowned producer and close associate of Dan Rather
(Redford), Mary Mapes (Blanchett) believes she’s broken the biggest story of the 2004 election:
revelations of a sitting U.S. President’s military service. But when allegations come pouring in,
sources change their stories, document authenticity is questioned, and the casualties begin to
mount. This dramatic thriller goes behind the scenes to expose the intricacies of journalistic
integrity and what it takes to reveal the TRUTH.

Title – The Hunger Games: Mockingjay Part 2 (2016)

Call Number – DVD MOCKINGJAY
Rating – PG-13
Description –
With the nation of Panem in a full scale war, Katniss confronts President Snow [Donald
Sutherland] in the final showdown. Teamed with a group of her closest friends - including Gale
[Liam Hemsworth], Finnick [Sam Claflin] and Peeta [Josh Hutcherson] - Katniss goes off on a
mission with the unit from District 13 as they risk their lives to liberate the citizens of Panem,
and stage an assassination attempt on President Snow who has become increasingly obsessed
with destroying her. The mortal traps, enemies, and moral choices that await Katniss will
challenge her more than any arena she faced in The Hunger Games.

Title – Tremors (1998)
Call Number – DVD TREMORS
Rating – PG-13
Description –
Who would have guessed that this clever, fast-paced creature feature from 1990 would become a
beloved miniclassic? Tremors didn't actually break any new ground (even though its tunneling
worm monsters certainly did), but it revved up the classic monster-movie formulas of the 1950s
with such energetic enthusiasm and humor that it made everything old seem new again. It's also
got a cast full of enjoyable actors who clearly had a lot of fun making the film, and director Ron
Underwood strikes just the right balance of comedy and terror as a band of small-town rednecks
battles a lot of really nasty-looking giant worms.

Title – Tremors Aftershocks (1998)
Call Number – DVD TREMORS 2
Rating – PG-13
Description –
They're back! The giant underground creatures that terrorized a desert town in Tremors are now
plowing their way through Mexican oil fields, gobbling up everything and everyone around-and
only one man can stop them! In the style of its predecessor, this comedy sci-fi creature feature
reunites Fred Ward as down-on-his-luck Earl Basset and Michael Gross as gung-ho survivalist

Burt Gummer, two desert desperados who take on the task of destroying the monsters. Partnered
with them is Christopher Gartin, a young guy in need of kicks, cash, and a career change, and
Helen Shaver, a sexy and intrepid scientist who's seen it all…until now. Together they devise an
ingenious plan for tracking and killing the creatures. Tremors 2 is filled with high-speed action
and plenty of laughs-until the predators wise up.

Title – The Danish Girl (2016)
Call Number – DVD DANISH
Rating – R
Description –
The remarkable love story inspired by the lives of Lili Elbe and Gerda Wegener (portrayed by
Academy Award winner Eddie Redmayne ["The Theory of Everything"] and Alicia Vikander
["Ex Machina"]), directed by Academy Award winner Tom Hooper ("The King’s Speech," "Les
Misérables"). Lili and Gerda's marriage and work evolve as they navigate Lili's journey as a
transgender woman.

Title – Mississippi Grind (2015)
Call Number – DVD MISSISSIPPI
Rating – R
Description –
Down-on-his-luck gambler Gerry (Mendelsohn) and his hot-streak buddy Curtis (Reynolds) hit
the road for New Orleans, on the hunt for the big payday. On riverboats and racetracks they
chase women and thrills--before risking it all in the wager of their lives.

Title – The Rum Diary (2012)
Call Number – DVD RUM
Rating – R
Description –

Based on the novel by Hunter S. Thompson, The Rum Diary, follows itinerant journalist Paul
Kemp (Johnny Depp) on an alcohol-fueled journey across the pristine island of Puerto Rico.
Adopting the rum-soaked life of the island, Paul soon becomes obsessed with Chenault (Amber
Heard) the wildly attractive fiancée of Sanderson (Aaron Eckhart), an American businessman
involved in shady development deals. When Kemp is recruited by Sanderson to write favorably
about his latest unsavory scheme, the journalist is presented with a choice: to use his words for
the corrupt businessman’s financial benefit or use them to take him down.

Title – Big Stone Gap (2016)
Call Number – DVD BIG 2
Rating – PG-13
Description –
It's 1978 and the ever-ordinary Ave Maria Mulligan (Ashley Judd) leads a simple life. She lives
with her mother, runs the pharmacy, directs The Trail of the Lonesome Pine Outdoor Drama, and
hopes that her best friend will take their platonic friendship in a romantic direction. Ave Maria
waits, and before she knows it, she turns 40. Now the old maid of Big Stone Gap, Ave Maria
decides that happiness is for other people – that is, until a long-buried family secret throws her
quiet life spectacularly off course. With an all-star cast, Big Stone Gap is a love letter to smalltown life, working people and the triumph of love.

Title – Legend (2015)
Call Number – DVD LEGEND
Rating – R
Description –
From Academy Award winner Brian Helgeland (L.A. Confidential) comes the true story of
London's most notorious gangsters, twins Reggie and Ronnie Kray (Tom Hardy, Mad Max: Fury
Road). As the brothers rise through the criminal underworld, Ronnie advances the family
business with violence and intimidation while Reggie struggles to go legitimate for local girl
Frances Shea (Emily Browning, Sucker Punch). In and out of prison, Ronnie's unpredictable
tendencies and the slow disintegration of Reggie's marriage threaten to bring the brothers' empire
tumbling to the ground.

Title – A Walk in the Woods (2015)
Call Number – DVD WOODS
Rating – R
Description –
Robert Redford & Nick Nolte star as old friends who make the improbable decision to hike the
2,200 mile Appalachian Trail, and that is when the fun begins. Based on Bill Bryson's bestseller,
the movie co-stars Emma Thompson, Mary Steenburgen, Nick Offerman & Kristen Schaal.

Title – Heist (2015)
Call Number – DVD HEIST
Rating – R
Description –
When their attempt to rob a casino owned by the feared gangster Pope (Robert De Niro) goes
awry and a shootout ensues, Vaughn (Jeffrey Dean Morgan) and Cox (Dave Bautista) are forced
to flee on foot and hijack city Bus 657 and take the passengers hostage. Now, in a high speed
chase, Vaughn will not only have to outwit the police, led by Officer Bajos (Gina Carano) who
are in hot pursuit, but he will have to contend with Pope's maniacal right hand man, Dog (Morris
Chestnut), in order to make it through the day alive. But we quickly learn that things are not what
they seem, and Vaughn has more than one card up his sleeve.

Title – Daddy’s Home (2016)
Call Number – DVD DADDY’S
Rating – PG-13
Description –
Daddy's Home follows a mild-mannered radio executive (Ferrell) who strives to become the best
stepdad to his wife's two children, but complications ensue when their freewheeling and
freeloading real father (Wahlberg) arrives, forcing him to compete for the affection of the kids.

Title – Brooklyn (2016)
Call Number – DVD BROOKLYN
Rating – PG-13
Description –
Oscar® Nominee Saoirse Ronan* lights up the screen as Eilis Lacey, a young Irish immigrant
navigating through 1950s Brooklyn. Although her initial homesickness soon gives way to
romance, when Eilis s life is disrupted by news from her hometown, she is forced to choose
between two countries and two men on opposite sides of the world. Based on the best-selling
novel, Brooklyn is a warm and wonderful story about falling in love...and finding your way
home.

Title – In the Heart of the Sea (2016)
Call Number – DVD HEART
Rating – PG-13
Description –
In the winter of 1820, the New England whaling ship Essex was assaulted by something no one
could believe: a whale of mammoth size and will, and an almost human sense of vengeance. The
real-life maritime disaster would inspire Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick. But that told only half
the story. “In the Heart of the Sea” reveals the encounter’s harrowing aftermath, as the ship’s
surviving crew is pushed to their limits and forced to do the unthinkable to stay alive. Braving
storms, starvation, panic and despair, the men will call into question their deepest beliefs, from
the value of their lives to the morality of their trade, as their captain searches for direction on the
open sea and his first mate still seeks to bring the great whale down.

Title – Carol (2016)
Call Number – DVD CAROL
Rating – R
Description –
CAROL follows two women from very different backgrounds who find themselves in an
unexpected love affair in 1950s New York. As conventional norms of the time challenge their

undeniable attraction, an honest story emerges to reveal the resilience of the heart in the face of
change. A young woman in her 20s, Therese Belivet (Rooney Mara), is a clerk working in a
Manhattan department store and dreaming of a more fulfilling life when she meets Carol (Cate
Blanchett), an alluring woman trapped in a loveless, convenient marriage. As an immediate
connection sparks between them, the innocence of their first encounter dims and their connection
deepens. While Carol breaks free from the confines of marriage, her husband (Kyle Chandler)
begins to question her competence as a mother as her involvement with Therese and close
relationship with her best friend Abby (Sarah Paulson) come to light. Carol is directed by Todd
Haynes and written by Phyllis Nagy with moving performances from Cate Blanchett, Rooney
Mara, Sarah Paulson, Kyle Chandler, Jake Lacy and Cory Michael Smith.

Title – The Big Short (2016)
Call Number – DVD SHORT 2
Rating – R
Description –
Four denizens in the world of high-finance predict the credit and housing bubble collapse of the
mid-2000s, and decide to take on the big banks for their greed and lack of foresight.

Title – Albert Up, Up and Away (2016)
Call Number – DVD ALBERT
Rating – Not rated
Description –
Albert is a smart and cheeky boy, but his taste for mischievous pranks make him a menace in his
small hometown. When he accidentally destroys the statue of a local hero and famous hot-air
balloon captain, Albert is determined to make up for his mistake. He decides to venture into the
world with his best friend Egon . . . and return as a hot-air balloon captain himself! But Albert
and Egon’s quest takes a detour when a mean bandit takes advantage of the clueless boys to help
him steal the world’s largest diamond. Adventure and excitement hit an all-time high in Albert
Up, Up And Away!

Title – Point Break (2015)

Call Number – DVD POINT
Rating – PG-13
Description –
Keanu Reeves and Patrick Swayze star in this nonstop action thriller about an FBI agent lured by
the rush when he goes undercover to unmask a band of thrill-seeking surfers who rob banks to
fund their addiction to pulling off the most daring score, surviving the greatest danger . . . and
riding the biggest wave -- Point Break.

Title – The Revenant (2016)
Call Number – DVD REVENANT
Rating – R
Description –
Leonardo DiCaprio gives an OSCAR® WINNING performance in OSCAR® WINNER
Alejandro G. Iñárritu s cinematic masterpiece. Inspired by true events and the winner of 3
OSCARS®, The Revenant follows the story of legendary explorer Hugh Glass (DiCaprio) on his
quest for survival and justice. After a brutal bear attack, Glass is left for dead by a treacherous
member of his hunting team (Tom Hardy). Against extraordinary odds, and enduring
unimaginable grief, Glass battles a relentless winter in uncharted terrain.

Title – Room (2016)
Call Number – DVD ROOM
Rating – R
Description –
Critics are raving about this ''must see'' drama which tells the extraordinary story of Jack, a
spirited five-year-old who is looked after by his loving and devoted Ma. Like any good mother,
Ma dedicates herself to keeping Jack happy and safe, nurturing him with warmth and love and
doing typical things like playing games and telling stories. However, they are trapped in a
windowless, 11-by-11-foot space, which Ma has euphemistically named ''Room.'' As Jack's
curiosity about their situation grows, and Ma's resilience reaches its breaking point, they enact a
risky plan to escape, ultimately bringing them face-to-face with what may turn out to be the
scariest thing yet: the real world.

Title – Secret in Their Eyes (2016)
Call Number – DVD SECRET
Rating – PG-13
Description –
Academy Award nominee Chiwetel Ejiofor and Academy Award winner Nicole Kidman and
Julia Roberts star in this intense, haunting thriller that explores the murky boundaries between
justice and revenge. A tight-knit team of rising investigators – Ray (Ejiofor), Jess (Roberts) and
their supervisor Claire (Kidman) – is torn apart when Jess’s teenage daughter is brutally and
inexplicably murdered. After obsessively searching for the elusive killer every day for 13 years,
Ray finally uncovers a new lead that he’s certain will resolve the case. No one is prepared,
however, for the shocking secret that will reveal the enduring, destructive effects of personal
vengeance on the human soul.

Title – The Forest (2016)
Call Number – DVD FOREST
Rating – PG-13
Description –
A young woman's hunt for her missing sister leads to horror and madness in this terrifying
supernatural thriller starring Natalie Dormer (Game of Thrones and The Hunger Games
franchise). When her troubled twin sister mysteriously disappears, Sara Price (Dormer) discovers
she vanished in Japan's infamous Suicide Forest. Searching its eerie dark woods, Sara plunges
into a tormented world where angry spirits lie in wait for those who ignore the warning: never
stray from the path.

Title – The Lady in the Van (2016)
Call Number – DVD LADY
Rating – PG-13
Description –

Based on the true story of Miss Shepherd (played by a magnificent Maggie Smith), a woman of
uncertain origins “temporarily” parks her van in Alan Bennett’s (Alex Jennings) London
driveway and proceeds to live there for 15 years. What begins as a begrudged favor becomes a
relationship that will change both their lives.Acclaimed director Nicholas Hytner reunites with
iconic writer Alan Bennett to create this rare and touching portrait.

